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UNIFORM a-ADDITIVITY IN SPACES OF BOCHNER

OR PETTIS INTEGRABLE FUNCTIONS OVER

A LOCALLY COMPACT GROUP

NICOLaE DINCULEANU

Abstract. If G is an abelian locally compact group with Haar measure p. E is a

Banach space and K C L\(p), we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the set

{/,. ||/| dp.: /£ K) to be uniformly o-additive in terms of uniform convergence on

K. for the topology o(L\, Lf) of convolution and translation operators. In case

E = R, this gives a new characterization of relatively weakly compact sets K C /.'.

1. Introduction. In this paper we consider the space LE of Bochner integrable

functions and the space £E of Pettis integrable functions over an abelian locally

compact group G endowed with a Haar measure p, and we give a characterization of

uniform a-additivity in terms of uniform convergence—in the topology o' =

o(LE, Lf), respectively in the weak topology of BE—of convolution operators and

translation operators. If E — R, this yields a new characterization of relative weak

compactness in Ü.

The convolution of Bochner integrable functions has been studied in [2] and has

been extended in [4] for Pettis integrable functions.

Similar results have been obtained in a previous paper [3], where we give a

characterization of uniform a-additivity in the spaces LE and \ZE over a measure

space ( X, 2, p), in terms of uniform convergence, in the o'-topology or in the weak

topology, of conditional expectations.

2. Uniform a-additivity in the Lebesgue space LE. Let G be an abelian locally

compact additive group endowed with a Haar measure p; let £ be a Banach space

and LE be the space of Bochner p-integrable functions /: G — E. For each relatively

compact neighborhood V of 0 in G, we choose a function uv on G which is positive,

bounded, symmetric (i.e. uv(-t) = uv(t)), vanishes outside Fand juydp\ = 1. If 'Vis

a base of relatively compact neighborhoods of 0 in G, we call (ul/)V(EcVan approxi-

mate unit. We denote by uv * f the convolution: uv * f(t) — \uv(l — s)f(s)ds, for

t E G. For h E G we denote by Th the translation operator, defined by (Thf)(t) =

f(t + h), for t E G. If / £ LE, we denote by/p the measure defined for any Borel set

A E G by (fp)(A) — \Afdp. Finally, we denote by a' the topology o(LE, Lf) on

_
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L\. If £" has the Radon-Nikodym property, then the a'-topology is the weak

topology of L\...

Theorem 1. Let A C L\: be a set.

I. The set |A|p={|/|p;/GA} is uniformly o-additive. if and only if the

following conditions are satisfied:

(a) A is bounded in L\:;

(b) For every countable subset A0 C A, there exists a decreasing sequence ( Vn ) of

neighborhoods ofO in G, such that either

(b, ) limfI uy * f = f in L\for the o' -topology, uniformly for f E A0; or

(b2) hmhíL y n^x Thf = f, in L\,for the o'-topology, uniformly for f E A0;

(c) limr Xcf ~ /• strongly in LE, uniformly for f E K, where the limit is taken along

the increasing net of all compact subsets of G.

( Condition (c) is superfluous if all functions of K vanish outside a common compact

set; in particular, if G is compact.)

II. //1 A | p is uniformly o-additive. then

(b\) lim,/ Uy* f = fand

(h'2)hmh^Thf = f,

in LE, for the a'-topology, uniformly for f E A.

Proof. Assume first conditions (a), (b,) and (c) satisfied and prove that | A| p is

uniformly a-additive. Let C C G be a compact set and <f> E Ü O Lx a function with

compact support V.

(A) The set d> * (XcK) = {<£ * (Xcf)- f G K) is bounded in LE. In fact, if/ E A,

then

H*(xcf)W^ HhWxcfW^MH^,

where M = sup{||/ II,; / E A}.

(B) The set | ¿> * (\cK ) | P ¿s uniformly a-additive. In fact the set ¿> * (xrri ) is

bounded in Lf:

H^Xcfn^^HUJlXcftt^MHWi.    forfEK.

It follows that the set | d> * (xc^) | p is uniformly absolutely p-continuous. Since all

the functions of <p*(xcK) vanish outside the compact set C + V, the set

\4> * (Xc%) | P is uniformly a-additive.

(C) For every g E Lf. and / G A we have

f (<> * (Xcf) - f^ g) dp ̂  f (<p * (Xcf - f), g) dp\ + \f (4, * f - f, g) dp

i*Mxc/-/Hiii*n.o + f(<t>*f-f.g)dp

From condition (c) we deduce that there is an increasing sequence (Cn) of

compact sets such that lim,, || xc / — / II1 = 0- uniformly for/ G A. Let A0 C A be a

countable set. Taking above C = Cn and <f> = uv, where (Vn) is the sequence stated

in condition (b), we deduce that

LimwK * (xcJ) =/,    inL
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for the a'-topology, uniformly for/ G A0. Since, for each n, the set | uy * (xc„^o) I M

is bounded and uniformly a-additive, from Lemma lb in [3] we deduce that | A0 | p is

also uniformly o-additive. Since A0 was an arbitrary countable set in A. it follows

that | A | p is uniformly a-additive. If conditions (a). (b2) and (c) are satisfied, then

| A|p is again uniformly a-additive. since by Proposition 12 in [4]. condition (b2)

implies (b,). We remark that in [4]. the implication b: =» b, is stated for the weak

topology, but the same proof is valid for the a'-topology.

Conversely, assume | A | p is uniformly a-additive.

(D) A is bounded in L\:. In fact, we can find a compact set B C G such that

/g-bI/I^M*5 1 f°r a" f E K. Since |A|p is uniformly absolutely p-continuous.

there is tj > 0 such that if p(A) =£ r¡, then fA \f\dn*z 1 for all/ G A. Since the Haar

measure is diffuse, it has the Darboux property: there is a finite family of disjoint

Borel sets /l,.An with union B, such that p(/!,)=£ tj for /= 1.n. It follows

that fB\f\ dp =£ n for all / G A, hence / j/| dp < n + 1 for all / G A; consequently

A is bounded.

(E) Since | A|p is uniformly o-additive, for every f >0 there is a compact set

C C G such that

[      \f\dn<e.    for all/ G A.

that is

/|Xr/-/l^<«.    for all/G A

and condition (c) follows.

(F) Let/ G L\r. g G L*, X > 0. h G G. and C be an integrable subset. Then

/■<r*/-/.*)<J< 211*11/    1/1^ + 211*11«/     i/i dp
(I/I-

+ M\T-,¡(xcg) ~ XcKh + MlgWJlXc - Xc  J

In fact

f {T"f - f. g) dn\^f {T"(fxc,. c) ~ fXc-c. Z) ^

if(T"(fXc)-fXc:g)dl>

The first term can be written

f(Th(fXc,  c)-fXc;  r.r?)dJ=/</Xc  r. Tr** - g) dp

<-2\\gl\J      \f\dp.
Ja  t
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-hi  f..     \ —  ., TiltFor the second term we have T (fxc) ~ Xc-iJ (/Xc)> hence

\j {Th(fXc) - fXc g) dÁAf (fXc<T-h(gXc-h) - SXc) d»

f (f,T-h(gxc-h)-gXc)dp

'cn{\¡\
{f<T-h(gXc-h)-gXc)dp

< 211*11«, /        l/l dp + X\\T-h(gxc-h) - *xclli

<2ii*n00/     |/|^ + A-lir-*(*xc)-*Xcl!,

+Alir-**(xc-*-xc)iii

and this last term is smaller than A II g II«. Hxc-a ~~ Xc"i-

(G) We can now prove conditions (b2) and (b',). Let g E Lf, g ¥= 0 and e > 0.

Take C C G such that

/      l/l dp < 6/(811*11«),    for all/e *.
•'c-c

Take also X > 0 such that

/        l/l dp <e/(8||*| for all/G A.

We can find a symmetric neighborhood F of 0 such that for all h E V we have

H7'-',(xr*)-Xc*ll,<£/4,

and

HXc - Xc-Jl, = »Xc - T"xch < «/(4X11*11.).

Then, for h E V and all/ G A we have, from step (F),

j(Thf,g)dp <e;

that is \imh^r,Thf — f, in L¿- for the a'-topology, uniformly for/ G A. This proves

condition (b2); and condition (b',) follows from Proposition 12 in [3].

(H) To prove condition (b2), let A0 C A be a countable subset. The proof of

condition (b, ) is the same as in step (G).

Let R0 be a countable ring of relatively compact Borel subsets of G, such that any

function of A0 is the limit p-a.e. and in LE of step functions over R0.

Since for each /£ LE we have Yu~nh^QThf = f, strongly in LE, we can find a

decreasing   sequence   (Vn)   of   symmetric   neighborhoods   of   0,    such    that

lim. ,„~xT Xa = Xa- strongly in L   for every A E R0. Next, we choose arbi-

trarily a sequence (hn) such that h2n_] = -h2n E Vn for every n. Then lim„ 7 "Xa

— Xa strongly in L) for every A E R0. Consider the group T C G generated by the
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sequence (hn). Then the set L of linear combinations of functions of the form

(Ta>XA,X'r"1XA1) ■• (7"%,,) with a.,ak E Y and A,.Ak. G R0, is an alge-

bra of p-integrable functions, invariant with respect to T" for any a G Y. Moreover,

lim„ Th"x = X. in L\ for all x^L

It is enough to check this for the functions of the form x = (^"'X^XT^X^,)- We

have \imnTh"x — X- p-a.e. and since | Th"x |^ X^, + (^t U/l2), we can apply

Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem and deduce that lim„ Th"x = x in £-'•

Moreover, this last equality remains valid for x in the closure of L in V, since

sup,, II Th-1| = 1.

The class A = [A; xA e L) is a ring containing R0, and the class {xA', A G A} is

invariant with respect to T" for all a E Y. All functions of L vanish p-a.e. outside a

o-finite set XQ.

The ô-ring 20 generated by A is the completion of A for the semidistance

p(A, B) — p(A&B) = Hx.4 — Xflllh anc* can be obtained—modulo negligible sets

—as closure in Ü of the set of functions Xa with A G A. It follows that the class

{xA; A E 20} is invariant with respect to T" for all a ET, since the class [xA; A E

A} has this property, and since this property is preserved by passing to limits in Ü.

We deduce then that for any Banach space F, the space L\( X0, 20, p) is invariant

with respect to T" for all a E Y, and that for every fELF(X0, p) we have

lim„ Th-f = f, strongly in L\( A0, 20, p).

In fact this property is valid for all step functions, and sup„ II Th- II = 1.

We are now ready to prove condition (b2).

Let * G Lf., * #= 0, and e > 0. The conditional expectation g' = E(g\ 20) is

defined since the space (G, p) is localizable (see [1]).

We can consider *' G Lf.(X0, E0, p). Since A0 C LE( A0, 20, p) and | A0|p is

uniformly a-additive, there is a set C E 20 such that

/      l/l dp <£/(811 g II«),    for all/G A0.
Jc-c

Also let X be such that

Í        l/l d/i< 6/(811*11«),    for all/G A0.
■/il/l>M"'{l/l

Since xc*' e ¿U*o> 2o- i1)- we have lim„ Th-(xcg') = Xc*'- strongly in LE,; and

we have also

limllxc - Xc-/,JI, = limllXc - ^"Xc". = 0.
n n

Let ne be such that for n >n,we have

ir*"(xc^)-Xc*'Hi<e/(4X)

and

UXc -Xc-k Hi <■/ (4X11*11»)
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Then, for any/ G A„ and any n 3= nf we deduce from step (F),

f(T»»f,g)dp =f(Thf,g')dp\<c,

that is lim„7"*"/=/, in LE for the a'-topology, uniformly for / G A0. Since the

sequence (hn) was arbitrary, it follows that

lim      Thf = /,    in L\
h £ Vn . n — oc

for the o'-topology, uniformly for/ G A and so, condition (b2) is proved. Condition

(b,) then follows from Proposition 12 in [4]; and this completes the proof of the

theorem.

Remark. The a'-topology cannot be replaced by the weak topology. There are

examples (to be published in a joint paper with Jürgen Batt) of relatively weakly

compact sets A C LE over the circle group, such that the limits in (b,) and (b2) for

the weak topology are false.

3. Uniform a-additivity in the Pettis space tE. We denote by i\E the Pettis space of

functions/: G -« E which are strongly p-measurable and Pettis integrable, endowed

with the Pettis norm

(/), = sup(/|(/.-V>| dp; x' G E{

where E[ is the unit ball of £". A set F E E[ is norming for a set A C t\:. if

1/(01= sup{| </(/), x')\ ; x' E F). p-a.e. for every/G A.

Theorem 2. Let A C tE be a set.

I. The set Ap is uniformly o-additive. if and only if the following conditions are

satisfied:

(a) A is bounded in tE,

(h) For every countable subset A0 C A there is a decreasing sequence ( Vn ) of

neighborhoods ofO and a countable subset E¿ C E[. norming for A0, such that either

(b,) \\mn{uy * f, x')— (/, .v'), weakly in L\ uniformly for f E KQ and x' E E¿;

or

(b2) \imHey t„-.ao(Thf, x')= (/, x'), weakly in L', uniformly for f E A() and

x' E E¿;

(c) limc/xc = /. strongly in iZE, uniformly for f E A, the limit being taken along the

increasing net of all compact subsets of G.

II. // Ap is uniformly o-additive, then:

(h\) \imv(uy* f, x')= (/, x') and

(b2)lim^0<r7, *')=</,*')

weakly in V, uniformly for f G A and x' E E[.

Proof. Assume first conditions (a), (b) and (c) satisfied. Let A0 C A be a

countable set, and E¿ the set corresponding to A0 by condition (b) above.

Then the set (A0, Ek)— {(f,x');fE A0, x' E E^) is countable and satisfies

conditions (a), (b) and (c) of Theorem 1, in the space L1. It follows that ( A0, E¿)p is
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uniformly o-additive; and then A0p is also uniformly a-additive; therefore Ap is

uniformly a-additive.

Conversely, assume Ap is uniformly a-additive; let A() C A be countable, and let

Eq C E{ be a countable set, norming for A„. The set (A0, E¿) is countable and

uniformly a-additive. From Theorem 1 we deduce:

(a) The set ( A(), £0) is bounded in I); hence A„ is bounded in i\.-; therefore A is

bounded in tE\

(h) There exists a decreasing sequence (Vn) of neighborhoods of 0, satisfying

conditions (b, ) and (b2 ) of this theorem;

(c) limr (Xcf' x') = (/■ *')• strongly in L) uniformly for / G A and x' E £,',.

which is equivalent to condition (c) of this theorem.

Finally, to obtain (b',) and (bi ) we apply the second part of Theorem 1 to the set

<*,£;>.

Note. We take this opportunity to mention that Theorems 2(iii) and 4(iii) in [3] are

valid without the condition sup{|/(f) | ; / G K) < oc. p-a.e. The proof will be given

in a forthcoming paper, for a more general situation.
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